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“There are many tennis players who continue to hit the same shots to the same targets while

standing in the same place on the court. They interact with their partner(s) the same way day in

and day out. They win some, they lose some. For these people, this is all they need from their

tennis to make them happy and there is absolutely nothing wrong with that. But, you want

more.”Doubles Wisdom for Every Level outlines very clear and tangible ways to see dramatic

improvement on the tennis court. You will learn:* How to execute proper positioning at all

times* How to play your best under pressure* How to get the most out of your partner* How to

maximize the time in between points* How to win tie-breakers* And more…Learn the

commonly overlooked and unknown fundamentals that will enable you to achieve more on the

doubles court than you ever have. Master the secrets that will keep you one step ahead of your

opponents and help you play your best.

"The most mind-blowing book I've read lately." �Ben Greenfield, New York Times bestselling

author--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDr. Joseph Mercola is the

founder of Mercola.com. A family physician, best-selling author, and recipient of multiple

awards in the field of natural health, as well as primary author of the recently published peer-

reviewed paper, “Evidence Regarding Vitamin D and Risk of COVID-19 and Its Severity,” Dr.

Mercola’s vision is to change the modern health paradigm by providing people with a valuable

resource to help them take control of their health.Ronnie Cummins is founder and director of

the Organic Consumers Association (OCA), a nonprofit, US-based network of more than two

million consumers dedicated to safeguarding organic standards and promoting a healthy, just,

and regenerative system of food, farming, and commerce. Cummins also serves on the

steering committee of Regeneration International and OCA’s Mexican affiliate, Vía Orgánica.--

This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Doubles WisdomforEvery LevelByDerek MyersHow to Gain Real Confidence on the Tennis

CourtThank you to my wife, Cheryl and my children, Hannah and Caleb for your incredible love

and support.Thank you to the great tennis minds who shared with me their knowledge of this

sport. And, thank you to my students who trust me to pass on that knowledge.Table of

ContentsIntroductionSECTION 1: TEAM POSITIONING & SHOT SELECTIONChapter 1: 1-Up,

1-Back on Both SidesChapter 2: 1-Up, 1-Back on One Side, 2-Up on the Other SideChapter 3:

All Four Players Up at the NetChapter 4: 1-Up, 1-Back, Down-the-Line from Each

OtherChapter 5: Australian FormationChapter 6: “I” FormationChapter 7: Both Back at the

BaselineSection 1: Final ThoughtsSECTION 2: TEAMWORK & CHEMISTRYChapter 8: Be the

Ideal PartnerChapter 9: Process over ResultsChapter 10: Play Within the GrayChapter 11: Play

to the ScoreChapter 12: MomentumSection 2: Final ThoughtsConclusionAbout the Author-

Derek MyersINTRODUCTIONWhen tennis enthusiasts turn on their television to watch a

match, typically they will see two professionals playing against each other, primarily from the

baseline. These pros amaze fans as they display an incredible amount of speed, power,

athleticism, and endurance. As impressive as these singles matches are, this type of tennis

doesn’t reflect the average American’s experience on the tennis court. While there is a

tremendous amount of attention placed on singles at the professional level, the average

American adult tennis player plays doubles. Doubles requires strategic shot selection and

positioning, precise execution, and a high degree of team chemistry. While generally less

physically demanding than singles, doubles can be mentally challenging because there are

four players on the court and additional angles available to both teams.Whether you play

singles or doubles, tennis is a great way to get physical and mental exercise and have fun in

the process. Doubles makes it possible to think more creatively as there are so many options

available to each player. The court is bigger, all four players have various strengths and

weaknesses, and each player can either contribute to their partner’s best tennis or their worst

tennis (we’ll get into team chemistry later in the book).My desire to write this book comes from

over 30 years of playing and coaching. I have had the privilege of seeing doubles played at the

highest level by playing against top NCAA doubles teams from Stanford, Texas, Illinois, Duke,

Notre Dame, etc., as well as ATP-level teams. I have also seen doubles at the lowest level,

which is where every tennis player’s journey begins. This book is a collection of experiences

and observations I have made along the way. Some of the topics covered are not new, just

explained in my words. Other topics are my own solutions, created to help myself as a player or

to help others as their coach. The bottom line is that the subject matter in this book is covered

in detail and is organized in a way to help maximize your results as a tennis player.I have seen

players make many different mistakes on the doubles court (shot selection, positioning, bad

communication with their partner, etc.). Often, these mistakes aren’t entirely their fault. To

improve their games, they participate in clinics and get bombarded with catchphrases and

shortsighted teaching and then wonder why they don’t get any better. They may also practice

stroke mechanics with the mindset that stroke improvement will take their game to another

level. Most players do need improved stroke mechanics. But if strokes are the primary focus

and the topics in this book receive little to no attention, then improvement will be severely

limited.Contrary to mistakes caused by others, there are many mistakes for which players can

only blame themselves. They get comfortable hitting at certain targets or standing in particular

areas of the court. A knowledgeable teaching pro might even tell them what they are doing

wrong, but the player is not willing to change. Comfort zones can be dangerous on the tennis



court, especially when it comes to doubles. As you read this book, examine yourself to discover

your own comfort zones and determine how you’re going to break free from them. Remind

yourself that your ability to improve is directly related to your willingness to be uncomfortable.In

addition, give yourself time to practice and make mistakes. You’re not going to read this book

once, then go out in an important match and do it all correctly. The skills outlined in this book

will take time to develop. Make sure you are diligent at practicing, but be patient in expecting

results. Practicing can be done in a drill setting, preferably with four people on the court all

trying to apply the principles listed in this book. Or, you can decide before certain matches that

you are going to forget about winning and losing and play for the sake of improvement. Many

times, a powerful desire to win is what prevents players from improving. Old habits quickly

creep back in because it’s more comfortable to play the “old way,” and the comfort zone

deceptively seems to provide the best chance to win.As a word of encouragement, everything I

have included in this book I have successfully applied to my own game. I have also taught

these same skills to others who were also able to get results. For the doubles veterans, some

of the topics covered will challenge your thinking and may require some reprogramming to

achieve success. For the beginner, you have the advantage of programming these ideas

without breaking bad habits because you are starting from scratch. Whichever category you fall

under, you can be sure that to achieve success, you will need to practice. Again, I’m not talking

about just forehands and backhands. This book goes beyond stroke improvement. It’s about

how to gain wisdom on the doubles court and become a well-rounded player.I have two

primary recommendations before we begin:Study this book. Don’t just read it. The more you

study it, the quicker you will program your mind to remember the information. Tennis requires

many physical and mental skills. It also requires that you perform these skills quickly. When the

information becomes programmed mentally, it can then be executed in the small window of

time available to you during a point. Before long, it will become second nature. Some of the

topics we will cover can be complicated and detailed. However, if you analyze each topic

carefully in a step-by-step process, you will see each one’s importance and understand why I

have included so much detail.My second recommendation is that you strongly encourage your

doubles partner(s) to also study this book. Many of the topics we will cover require that both

partners are on the same page. Section 1 on team positioning and shot selection can

essentially be thrown out if both partners aren’t working together. Make sure you and your

partner(s) study it and then go to work on the practice court so you are both in sync as often as

possible.It is important to note that the section on team positioning and shot selection includes

drills for you to use in practice. In addition, it also includes what players NTRP (National Tennis

Rating Program) 3.5 and below can expect, and what players NTRP 4.0 and above can expect.

You might be asking, why is there a difference? Points played at a 3.0 level are very different

from a 5.0 level. The fundamentals we will cover are true regardless of your playing level and

must be mastered to see doubles improvement. However, there are certain patterns of play you

can expect to see from most players within your playing level, which will require you to make in-

match adjustments. The quicker you can identify a pattern and adjust, the quicker you can take

control of that match. Let me explain it another way. In a chess match, when one player makes

a move and says “Check,” confidence is high because that player has made strategic moves

and can see how they are going to win. In doubles, confidence grows when you see a pattern,

adjust your formation and strategy, and then execute.To obtain this high level of confidence,

don’t sell yourself short by only working on strokes. Learn the fundamentals outlined in this

book and make sure you (and your partner) can execute them quickly. Then, you will be better

able to not only read and anticipate your opponents’ patterns, but also to adjust and proactively



stay one step ahead…Check. Let’s get started.SECTION 1TEAM POSITIONING&SHOT

SELECTIONIf you watch doubles matches regularly, you should pick up on the fact that there

are many positioning strategies that can produce success. Advanced doubles players

understand that where they stand on the court contributes to their success as much as where

they hit the ball. The best doubles teams are also able to understand team positioning

strategies and implement the appropriate one(s) depending upon their own strengths and

weaknesses, as well as their opponents’.One major problem many players have is that they

don’t have a proper starting point when it comes to positioning. When I say, “starting point,” I

am not referring to the start of a point. Most players know roughly where to be when the point

starts, but they don’t know where to be while the point is being played. By saying “starting

point,” I am referring to positioning fundamentals that must be understood and followed

throughout an entire point. These fundamentals are the foundation upon which doubles

wisdom can be built. Once they are mastered, in-match adjustments can be made when

necessary based on patterns of play.In my experience, many players try to adjust their

positioning too often as individuals and not as a team. This causes confusion and results in

open gaps that their opponents can exploit. These individual adjustments are sometimes made

without the player even aware that it has occurred. Why would this happen? Comfort zones.

Players tend to move based on where they like to be on the court. The longer the point goes

on, the greater chance that one or more players will unknowingly gravitate toward a comfort

zone and be out of position. As the match progresses, those same players try to adjust their

shot selections to the way points are being played. But, they are doing so while standing in the

wrong place on the court. Trying to make a good shot selection with perpetually bad court

positioning will rarely produce success. This is why team positioning should be priority one on

the doubles court.It takes a high degree of concentration and teamwork to be aware of where

you are at all times and execute proper positioning throughout an entire point. Still not sure if

positioning is really that important? Look at it this way, if you and your partner are on the same

page with your team positioning, then your shot selections should complement that positioning.

In other words, your shot selections should be based on your positioning. Helping you

understand how to be sure you and your partner are in the right position throughout a point is

the positioning foundation I hope to establish in this section.Have you ever found yourself

saying, “We just don’t play well together.” Or, “I always seem to play well with him.” The reason

for this is no accident. Most people define why they do or don’t play well with certain players

based on strokes or styles of play (baseliner, net rusher, deuce court vs. ad court player, etc.),

but this is only part of the reason. If Player A is out of position because she is not comfortable

playing from a certain area of the court, it’s now up to Player A’s partner to adjust her

positioning and shot selection to accommodate. As a result, “We just don’t play well together.”

On the flip side, if both players are positioned well and can execute shots from those positions,

they have a much higher probability of success, “I always seem to play well with him.”If you

really want to improve as a doubles player, honor your team’s formation by being positioned in

the correct place regardless of your own comfort zone. To honor your team’s formation, you

need to hit your shots to the targets that contribute to that formation’s success. If you feel you

are unable to hit your shots to those targets, then you know what strokes you need to practice.

Let me clarify that priority list here:PositioningTargetsStrokesDoes that order seem backward

to you? What do you typically work on the most in practice sessions? Stroke mechanics are

usually focused on the most, followed by hitting those strokes to particular targets. Positioning

is then covered. Why? When anyone first learns to play tennis, initially they need to learn how

to hit the ball (strokes), then learn how to aim their strokes (targets), followed by where to stand



on the doubles court (positioning). In other words:StrokesTargetsPositioningWorking on strokes

and targets is an ongoing progression no matter how advanced a player gets, and those

practice sessions should primarily be done on an individual basis with a teaching pro. But why

hit those strokes to particular targets? Why stand on various spots on the court? Eventually,

the priority list needs to shift and team formations should be put first in order to answer these

questions. Remember, the goal here is for you to improve as a doubles player, not just as a

tennis player.If you have been playing doubles for years, ask yourself how much attention you

place on team positioning. Is your priority list the same as it was when you first learned to play?

If so, commit your strokes and targets to complementing your team’s formation and make sure

you and your partner are on the same page. Let me address the importance of this priority list

with an example. Have you ever been at a tennis match and it quickly became clear that one

doubles team was much better than the other, only to find out later that the “better” team was

losing badly? The reason for this is because our first instinct is to evaluate playing level based

on stroke mechanics. Please understand, I am not saying that good strokes don’t help win

matches. It just can’t be the primary focus during doubles matches.In this segment, we will

explore the formational options available to a doubles team, clearly define each player’s

responsibilities regarding positioning and shot selection, and state why each option can be

useful. By the end, I hope that you can see which positioning options you execute well, and

which ones need work. This is your first comfort zone challenge. You might not be comfortable

in each position within the following formations, but it’s important that you understand them all

so you will know your responsibilities if you find yourself in an uncomfortable position. In

addition, if you and your partner recognize that a certain formation would work well against a

particular opponent, you need to be willing to execute that formation even if that area of the

court is not within your comfort zone.It is important to point out that each of the formations are

broken down and analyzed individually. However, you may be required to execute several

formations within a given point. Since you can’t control where your opponent hits the ball, you

can’t always control which formation you are in. Therefore, you need to be prepared to fulfill

your positional responsibilities, regardless of how many formations are required of you and

your partner throughout a point.I would like you to remember two major themes and apply

them to all of the formations as each is broken down into greater specifics.The player

crosscourt from the ball needs to think of themself as the “Set-up Player,” and the person down-

the-line from the ball needs to think of themself as the “Finisher.”The Finisher should be closer

to the net than the Set-up Player. This concept is very important to understand because shot

selections made within each formation are designed to fulfill the role of the Set-up Player and

Finisher. Remember that as we begin to break down the different formations.Lastly, I can’t

stress enough the importance of team formations. You may look at a formation and want to do

it because it’s comfortable for you. But, what about your partner? How does that formation

affect their game? Is that a smart formation to use based on your opponents’ strengths and

weaknesses? Be sure you are deciding together the formation(s) that maximizes your

strengths as a team and/or your opponents’ weaknesses.TRADITIONAL FORMATIONSThere

are three traditional formations in doubles that, for the most part, will dominate court

positioning. These will be discussed first before breaking down the specialty

formations.Chapter 11-Up, 1-Back on Both SidesGeneral OverviewThis formation involves one

player on each side of the net being at the baseline, crosscourt from each other, and their

partner being at the net (Diagram 1). This is one of the most common formations in doubles, as

most points begin this way.Many teaching pros will teach their students to rush the net quickly

to get out of this formation in an effort to control the net. However, rushing the net is not the



only way to win. With the rapid improvement in racquet and string technology, players at every

level are finding that they can have success with one player (or even both players) staying at

the baseline. Even at the professional level, some players either stay back at the baseline

strategically or because their opponents force them to stay back (possibly because the serve is

so fast that they can’t move into the net behind their return). This means that players can’t and

don’t have to rush forward simply because they want to control the net at all costs. There must

be more thought put into it than that, and you may find that staying at the baseline for longer

periods of time can work for you.In Diagram 1, Players A and D are crosscourt from each other

at the baseline while Players B and C are crosscourt from each other at the net. Player B is

currently closer to the net than Player C, indicating that Team AB is serving. First, let’s discuss

the movement of the players within this formation and then identify each player’s

responsibilities.After Player A serves, the returner (Player D) returns the ball crosscourt back to

Player A. At this point, Player B should move defensively back to the service line close to the

“T,” and Player C should move offensively forward toward the net (Diagram 2). As Player A

successfully hits a groundstroke crosscourt, Players B and C should move again to where they

were originally in Diagram 1. As this crosscourt exchange continues from the baseline, the net

players will continue to move forward offensively and backward defensively until the crosscourt

groundstroke pattern changes.Player AAs the serve is hit, Player A decides to stay back at the

baseline to continue the point. Being crosscourt from the ball, Player A is the Set-up Player.

This means that Player A’s job is to choose shots that give Player B, the Finisher, a chance to

finish the point with a winning volley. What are those shots? Crosscourt is the best option, as

this gives Player B the best chance to hit a finishing volley. Obviously, there are more shot

options available to Player A than just crosscourt. He might choose to go for a down-the-line

shot past Player C or lob over Player C. Those are viable options depending on the situation.

But, they don’t set up Player B to finish the point. Remember, we are building a team

foundation first, which means we need to stick to the theme of Set-up Player and Finisher.Even

though crosscourt might seem too simplistic to some of you, there are a few options as to

where exactly Player A can hit crosscourt to set up Player B. A penetrating deep crosscourt

shot definitely sets up Player B as this shot pushes Player D backward, which creates a weak

reply for Player B to finish. A short and low crosscourt slice can set up Player B as well, as this

will cause Player D to have to run forward and reach for the ball, making it difficult to keep the

ball away from Player B’s finishing volley. One other option is for Player A to hit a short-angle

crosscourt shot with heavy topspin to pull Player D off the court. While this last choice can

sometimes create additional angles for Player D to exploit, if Player B honors the formation and

moves correctly, Team AB should win these points most of the time. Lastly, because Player B is

moving forward offensively as Player A’s shot travels crosscourt, Player A needs to be ready to

cover all lobs.
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Marie Tucker, “Easy to read with diagrams. I like how the author provides diagrams to drive the

strategies home. Have shared with partners and made discussion points in our team clinics.

Info should result in reducing or eliminating points that we give to opponents due to bad court

positioning and shot selection! Ordered because moved up to 3.0 where players are more

strategic.”

SA, “Must-read resource. This is not a book about stroke production and basic game dynamics.

This is full of accessible strategy, the ins and outs of doubles positioning and some helpful

drills to put it all in practice. I've highlighted and dog-eared my copy already!”

K, “Be a better player and better doubles partner!. If you aren't lucky enough to get to take

private lessons from consummate professional tennis instructor, Derek Meyer, this is the next

best thing. Improve your technique, and improve your play as a doubles partner with well

diagrammed strategy and well described plays.”

Loves to play!, “Covers It All. I've played tennis for many years, but still learned lots from this

book. It covered everything you need to know about the strategy of playing good doubles. It's

especially helpful regarding each player's positioning on the court in order to maximize a

team's chances of playing their best tennis together. And I loved the section about being a

good partner, which is so important.  I loved the book!”

ERL, “Two parts, read both!. I am not a great player but I can be a great partner, which is at



least half of the team.Thanks, Derek, for showing me the way...”

Nelson E Link, “Great book for tennis players seeking to take their doubles game to the next

level!!. I have been fortunate to be able to take weekly tennis lessons from Derek for the last

five years. He is an extraordinary instructor and a master at all aspects of the game -

technique, strategy, psychology - and especially doubles! I would highly recommend this book

to anyone who is interested in taking their doubles game to the next level!!”

Sarah Rachel, “High quality book. Author knows his stuff.. Recommended for tennis players

wanting a deep dive into advanced doubles.”

michael murray, “Average. I liked the detail but better if we were not in lockdown.will

recommended to partner when we all get back”

The book by Joseph Mercola has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 24 people have provided feedback.
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